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0.0 EEFIG and the De-risking Efficiency Platform (DEEP)
EEFIG
The Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group
REEFIG” was established in 2013 by The European
Commission Directorate-General for Energy (DG Energy)
and United Nations Environment Programme Finance
Initiative (UNEP FI). The purpose of EEFIG is to operate
as a platform for public and private financial institutions,
industry representatives, sector experts and policy
makers to identify barriers to the long-term financing
for energy efficiency and propose solutions.
EEFIG compromises over 300 institutions today and has
provided a significant contribution in accelerating
private finance to energy efficiency.

DEEP background
The De-risking Energy Efficiency Platform (DEEP) is an
open-source database for energy efficiency investments
performance monitoring and benchmarking that
provides detailed analysis and evidence on the
performance of energy efficiency investments to
support the assessment of the related benefits and
financial risks.
The main objective of the DEEP Platform is to better
understand the real risks and benefits of energy
efficiency investments based on market evidence and
track record.
The De-risking Energy Efficiency Platform (DEEP) can be
accessed online at http://deep.eefig.eu

0.0 EEFIG and the De-risking Efficiency Platform (DEEP)
Our vision

Data source and confidentiality

Our vision is to Provide detailed analysis and evidence on the
performance of energy efficiency investments to support the
assessment of the benefits and financial risks.

DEEP provides anonymized historical data structured along
major project characteristics (geography, energy efficiency
measures, verification status, industry / type of building,
multiple benefits, etc.).

This is done by disclosing thousands of data points showing the
real technical and financial data from implemented energy
efficiency projects across the economy. The DEEP platform is a
source of operational risk management information, which will
help project developers, financiers, and investors better assess
the risks and benefits of energy efficiency investments across
Europe.

The process of anonymization is carried out in primarily two
steps. Firstly, the data provider uploads individual data records
with selected information. Secondly, the database aggregates
projects, so users cannot identify the projects from the
graphical and tabular presentation of data within the platform.
Today, DEEP contains 17.000+ data points from 30 providers,
where new data improved functionality is added regularly.

0.0 EEFIG and the De-risking Efficiency Platform (DEEP)
Why should you use it?

Why should you provide data?

The DEEP platform provides insight of financial performance,
that clearly document the existence of investment
opportunities within energy efficiency in both buildings and
industry. This includes indicators as Payback Time and
Avoidance Costs for projects.

By becoming a data provider, you contribute to the de-risking of
energy efficiency financing in buildings and industry. Energy
efficient budlings are not only the cheapest fuel for the EU
economy, but also generates non-energy benefits like reduced
air pollution, improved indoor comfort and reduced respiratory
deceases.

In addition, DEEP provides financial institutions the opportunity
of uploading projects or portfolios in order to benchmark them
against user-selected sub-sets of the existing projects in DEEP.
Hence, DEEP is a strong tool for users to evaluate existing or
forthcoming energy efficient investments.

By being a data provider, you basically contribute to the
decarbonization of the EU economy, as you help DEEP
provide detailed analysis and evidence on the performance of
energy efficiency investments.
It is possible to enter data directly into the web interface, but an
excel based input sheet allows easy data entry for multiple
projects. An API for easy data upload and access to aggregated
DEEP analysis is under development. The data you share will be
kept confidential. Your data will not be shared with third parties
and only shown through aggregated analysis on the DEEP
platform.

1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0

1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0
Structure of DEEP 2.0
DEEP 2.0 presents a new structure and visual identity to the platform. As a new feature, users are now able to access the platform
and view selected charts, without the need to register as a user. As a non-registered user, you can access the following services:
1. Key Figures (KPI’s): Provides a quick overview of the buildings and industry projects in the DEEP.
2. Data Overview: Provides a more comprehensive (but still aggregated) overview of the energy efficiency projects in the DEEP.
3. View Charts: Allows the user to view and filter a number of predefined charts for buildings and industry energy efficiency
projects.
For further access to the additional services of DEEP, the visitor must register as a user. This will give you access to the following:

4. Add and Manage Projects: Data providers can upload and manage data on their energy efficiency projects.
5. Analysis Toolbox: Allows users to create charts in a dynamic and highly customizable manner.
6. Benchmark your Projects: Allows users to benchmark their own projects and portfolios of projects against a selected group of
reference projects from the DEEP database.

1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0
What is new?
Besides a new structure and visual identity, DEEP 2.0
also provides a significantly improved benchmarking
tool and new data fields. The new data fields are
added in order to align with new EU taxonomy and
for building integrated RE’s. For more specification
see image to the right.
The new and improved benchmarking tool now
provides three new and more advanced risk
measures. The new measures include; Skewness,
Kurtosis and Value at Risk. These new indicators are
presented below the benchmark results on the DEEP
platform.
For an illustrative example see image to the right.
The benchmarking table is elaborated in the section
Reading the charts.

1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0
Figure 1: DEEP 2.0’s new structure and visual identity
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1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0
- Registering for additional functionality
Registering and signing in
In order to access full functionality of the DEEP 2.0
platform, visitors must register as a user. To do so, click
the “sign me up” button on the front page (at the
bottom of the page), or “sign in” and then “new user”.
For the sign up the visitor should provide his / her email, which will be used as a username, and a
password.

A recaptcha mechanism has been used to avoid
registration from spam sign-up bots. By signing up and
in the user must agree to the DEEP platform terms of
usage. Upon signing up a confirmation email is being
sent to the user’s email address. The user must then
confirm their registration by clicking the link in the Email.

1.0 Introduction to DEEP 2.0
- Registering for additional functionality
Profile settings
The profile settings page can be accessed by clicking “My
Profile” at the user menu that is located on the top menu bar.
In the profile settings page, the user is able to :
›
›
›

change / update profile information including, name,
organization name and nature of the organization
change current login password
Select a sample size limit on charts (10,20 or 50). This sets
a restriction regarding the minimum sample size. If the
results of the query of a specific chart are below the
selected threshold sample size, the platform will not
generate the chart with an appropriate warning message

2.0 The landing page

2.0 The landing page
The landing page of DEEP offer several services. In the top var the
visitor can learn more about the DEEP project, sign in (and register as a
user), see contact information or change the language settings.

Additionally, the landing page consists of a map section. The map has a
mouse-over-effect, which presents information about the current
number of projects, median payback and median avoidance cost for
buildings and industry projects for each country visually in a map by
hovering above each country. The payback time is defined as the
average (median) payback time (years required for the saving to pay
for the investment without any interest costs). The avoidance cost is
defined as the average cost in Eurocent for each kWh energy saved
over the lifetime of the measure. To see more countries, click the map
and drag with your mouse.
On the right, you see an illustrative example of the mouse-over-effect
of the map section. We see that Germany has provided a total of 2183
building projects to the DEEP platform, which have a median payback
time of 3.8 years, and median avoidance cost of 2.6 Eurocent for each
kWh energy saved over the lifetime of the measure. . The avoidance
cost is defined as the average cost in Eurocent for each kWh energy
saved over the lifetime of the measure.

2.0 The landing page
KPI’s
Below the map, you see the KPI’s of the total number of projects in
DEEP. This feature provides a quick overview of the buildings and
industry projects in the DEEP platform. More specifically this service
presents information about the current number of projects, median
payback and median avoidance cost for buildings and industry projects.
Below we see that DEEP currently consists of 9421 industry projects
(right), which have a Median Payback Time of 3.4 years and Median
Avoidance Costs of 2.7 Eurocent/kWh. The same information is also
provided for building projects, which can be seen on the left side of the
picture below.

3.0 View Charts

3.0 view charts
The picture on the left illustrates the structure and
features of the view charts services. This includes,
Chart selection: By clicking on the blue bar above the
chart area the user can isolate the view of a specific chart
included in the main report
Choose Building Type: This selector allows users to
switch between Buildings and Industry energy efficiency
projects in the platform
Filters and Discount rate: Through this panel the user can
filter the projects that will be included in the bellow
charts.
Number of projects after filter: This number represents
the number of projects remaining for analysis after the
filter. The number of projects actually contributing to
each chart can be less if the projects remaining after filter
do not contain the information required by each chart.
Chart area: Depending on the visitor's chart selection,
the results will be presented here. The default is the
chart selection report. A limited selections are available
as unsigned visitor, for further access to alle chart
selections sign in or register as user.

3.0 view charts
Through the view charts service the user can visualize and
customize the following,
Buildings:
› Energy saving potential for the projects included in the
database (GWh/a) shown by average payback time (in years)
and use of the building

Industry:
› Energy saving potential for the projects included in the
database (GWh/a) shown by average payback time (in years)
and industrial energy efficiency measure type

›

Payback time in years (distributed on 10%, 25%, 75% and 90%
percentiles) per energy efficiency measure type

›

Avoidance cost in Eurocent/kWh (distributed on 10%, 25%,
75% and 90% percentiles) per industrial energy efficiency
measure type

›

Payback time in years (distributed on 10%, 25%, 75% and 90%
percentiles) per building types

›

Payback time in years (distributed on 10%, 25%, 75% and 90%
percentiles) per industrial energy efficiency measure type

Avoidance cost in Eurocent/kWh (distributed on 10%, 25%,
75% and 90% percentiles) per energy efficiency measure type

›

Payback time in years (distributed on 10%, 25%, 75% and 90%
percentiles) per size of organization

›

›

Avoidance cost in Eurocent/kWh per building type (distributed
on 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% percentiles) per building types

›

Unit energy saving in EUR/m²/year (distributed on 10%, 25%,
75% and 90% percentiles) per energy efficiency measure type

›

Unit energy saving in EUR/m²/year (distributed on 10%, 25%,
75% and 90% percentiles) per building types

3.0 view charts
You can enter the view charts section from the landing page. If you are already in
the DEEP platform, you can choose “view charts” in the menu on the left.
The view charts functionality allows the user to view and filter several predefined
charts for Buildings / Industry energy efficiency projects. Through this panel the
user can filter the projects that will be included in the bellow charts based on:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Country
Measure Type
Building Type
Verification method
Discount rate for avoidance costs (default is 0%)

You can view charts without registering to the platform. To access more of the
DEEP services, visitors need to register.
In the example below building projects are chosen and the filters are set to as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Country: Germany
Measure Type: Lightning
Building Type: Office buildings
Verification method: unknown
Discount rate for avoidance costs: 2%

3.0 view charts
After choosing the settings for the filter and project type, the results
will be reported in the chart area. In continuation of previous settings,
we see that the results for German building projects for the measure
type lightning of office buildings with a 2% discount rate we get the
following results on the right.
The first figure in the upper right corner is presented to the right. We
see that the figure illustrates the distribution of payback time on 10%,
25%, 75% and 90th percentiles – Measure types.
The figure has a mouse-over-effect where the percentiles as well as the
median is given. We see, that for the filters added, German building
projects for the measure type lightning of office buildings with a 2%
discount rate has a median payback time of 4.95 years in total
including in total 76 projects. Further we see, that that the over-mouse
effect gives the payback time at the different percentiles.
This mouse over effect is also available at the remaining three figures
of the report results.

3.0 view charts
Chart area functionality
The view charts service offer different additional display
functions:
Full View: By clicking the double arrow at the top left corner of
any chart in the Deep Platform the user can maximize the chart
into a full view.
Scroll / Zoom functionality: By dragging the bar on the top of
each chart the user can zoom in / out and pan the chart.
Export Functionality: By clicking the downward arrow in the top
right corner of any chart, the user is able to,
›
›
›
›

download the current chart as image or pdf
save the data of the chart in excel, csv or json
annotate the chart with custom graphics / text
print current chart

4.0 Add and manage projects

4.0 Add and manage projects
Data providers can upload and manage energy efficiency projects from
the Add and Manage projects menu item. This section presents the list
of the current added projects connected to the user’s profile. The list
indicates the title, a user-defined tag and other information including
the sharing level of the project. By default, all added projects are
private and are not taken into consideration in the other sections of
the platform (View charts, analysis toolbox, overview). Private projects
are only visible in the benchmark service in order to benchmark the
existing Deep platform projects with the user’s portfolio.
Data providers can upload data for verification, where the
administrators of the Deep Platform will examine and approve the data
in order to include it in the overall analysis of the platform (overview,
view charts, analysis toolbox,benchmark) that is shared with all users.
The administrators can change the sharing level of the projects by
clicking the respective buttons at the bottom of the projects list page.
Users can create a new project by clicking “Add new project” or edit an
existing project by clicking on the project in the list of projects. In both
cases the edit project page will appear where the user can provide
input for the energy efficiency project.

4.0 Add and manage projects
Add project
The edit project page is as shown to the right. On this
page det user is asked to fill out det mandatory data
fields in the four categories; Project and Sector
Information, Energy Efficient Investment, Energy
Consumption and Data Sources and Savings.
In the two boxes to the left, the user can save, delete
and manage the sharing level of the project. The
default sharing level is private. If the user is verified as
an official data provider, the user can share projects for
analysis.
A user can always return to a project, if the user wishes
to change/add some of the data entries or share the
project after being verified as an official data provider.

4.0 Add and manage projects
Upload data for verification
The “upload data for verification” functionality, allows you to upload a
batch projects. To use the batch upload, you have to download the
excel file template and populate it with the necessary information.
Your uploaded portfolio will be checked by our team and is then made
available for your analysis.
The data template consist of 20 simple fields, and 200 advanced fills.
The minimum information for a project to meaningful is:
›
›
›
›
›
›

Country
Building/industry
Measures included
Investment in EUR
Energy saving in EUR and/or Energy saving in kWh
Has the energy saving been independently verified

After filling out the example template the user uploads the file by
clicking “choose file” and select the filled-out format of the excel
template. The project is now uploaded and waiting to be verified.

4.0 Add and manage projects
Data privacy
The database is owned by the European Commission (DG Energy), but
the day-to-day operation has been contracted to a Database
Administrator. Database Terms of Use (for Data Users) and Data Privacy
Terms (for Data Providers) are available through the links:
Terms of Usage (eefig.eu)

Privacy Terms (eefig.eu)
Data providers are requested to deliver data that is anonymized to a
level that is in conformity with the legal requirements of their home
jurisdiction and any legal agreements entered between them and the
underlying projects.

Full sets of Project Data provided by Data Provider are not made visible
or otherwise available on an individual project level to Users or any
outside entity through the user interface of the Platform or otherwise.
Limited subsets of selected Project Data are displayed to Users in
aggregated form along with similar data for other projects in graphs,
charts and tables for User-selected subsets of projects.
To ensure privacy of personal data, detailed project location (zip code,
address) and personal information (names and contact details for
individuals) provided to the Platform by the Data Provider will not be
visible for any other users of the Platform than the Data Provider and
the Database Owners and Administrators.

5.0 Analysis Toolbox

5.0 Analysis Toolbox
The analysis toolbox allows the creation of charts in a dynamic
and highly customizable manner. First, the user can see the list of
existing saved charts that can opened or deleted. The user can
create a new chart by clicking the “Create new analysis” button.
By creating a new chart, the user selects the desired chart type
(Column, Bar, Line, Area, Pie, X & Y / Scatter / Bubble). After
selection desired chart type, the user will be navigated to the
main chart creation wizard.

5.0 Analysis Toolbox
The main functionalities of the chart toolbox is
illustrated in the following on the right. The primary
functionalities are:
Sector: Choose the sector that you want the chart
to illustrate
Group (x-axis): Choose how you want the division in
the figure displayed; country, measure type,
verification method, building type, organization size
and so on.
Select metric (y-axis): Select the metric of interest
Total investment, Energy consumption (before, after,
forecast),etc.
Aggregation function: Average, Sum, Count, Min,
Max,Percentiles, Median, Standard deviation
Data filters: the user is able to add multiple filters
for the projects as indicated in the following figure

5.0 Analysis Toolbox
Data filters
The user is able to add multiple filters for the projects as
indicated in the following figure by clicking on “Data
filters” in the upper left menu.

Custom metrics
Moreover, the user is able to create advanced, custom metrics
by clicking the Define custom metrics button on top of the
chart.

Choose the desired filter variable, along with the wished
proposition value of filter. After setting up the filter click
“Add to filters” in order to apply the filter to the chart
figure. The results, included the applied filter, is now
available in the chart area of the Analysis Toolbox page.

To create a custom formula, the user drags and drops variables
and math functions from the left menu into the formula field.
If there is an error in the formula the toolbox will indicate the
issue with a warning, else the user can save the formula and
the system will automatically estimate the unit of the formula.
After the formula is saved the user will be able to pick the
created formula from the Metrics drop down menu.

6.0 Benchmark your projects

6.0 Benchmark your projects
Benchmarking
Deep 2.0 offers a new and improved benchmark service, which allows users to benchmark their projects against the projects of the Deep
Platform database. The user can also benchmark existing projects from the deep database against each other. The user can choose between
DEEP Public data or the user’s portfolio in the “data selection”-filter. The user should begin with choosing the sector (Industry or Building)
and the benchmark method. The benchmark methods includes Avoindace costs, Simple payback time, Area costs, Energy saved forecast,
Energy saved realized, IRR and NPV.
The right side of the panel defines the Data series 1 and the left side Data series 2. The panel for both data series also provides information
regarding the number of projects in each benchmark data series. The lower limit for allowed specified sample size of projects is 10. Hence,
if the chosen filters concludes in projects with sample size less than ten there will not be displayed any results. Besides data selection, DEEP
also offers the following benchmark filters:
›
›
›
›
›

Country
Measure Type
Building Type
Verification method
Discount rate

6.0 Benchmark your projects
Benchmarking chart area
In the worked example on the right, Denmark and
Germany is being benchmarked for the measure heating
and with a 2% discount rate. The data used for this
example is DEEP public data.
We see that data series 1 and 2 consist of 175 projects
(Denmark) and 540 projects (Germany) respectively.
The Benchmark area offers additional functionalities as
the mpuse over effect for each data series, which shows
futher information about data.
Moreover, the user can expand the chart in the upper left
corner or use export functionalities in the upper right
corner. The export functionality includes;

›
›
›
›

download the current chart as image or pdf
save the data of the chart in excel, csv or json
annotate the chart with custom graphics / text
print current chart

6.0 Benchmark your projects
Benchmarking charts interpretation
The mouse over and benchmark table effect includes
information about;
› Open, the 75th Percentile.
› Low, the 10th Percentile.
› High, the 90th Percentile.
› Close, the 25th Percentile.
› Median
We see that for the worked example Denmark has a
median avoidance cost of 1,46 (EUR/kWh) and a 75th
percentile of 3,24 (EUR/kWh). Meaning, that 75% of the
heating projects in Denmark for the sector industry has
avoidance costs equal or less than 3,25 (EUR/kWh).
Below the chart area in the benchmarking tool, the
benchmark results are also represented along with
additional information as average, standard deviation,
kurtosis, skewness, value at risk and the number of
observation for each data series.

7.0 Using the API

7.0 Using the API
You can use the API to acquire the platform's data directly in
your third party applications. For using the API, you need to
use the API key assigned to your user account. You can see your
API key under the API page (see image to the right).
The API offers severel selection of parameters, the parameter
input are;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Projecttype
Country
Measuretype
Comapnysize
Verification

To see the possible selections for the parameters go to API
page on the DEEP platform. On the API page, there is a full
listof parameter options for the different inputs.

7.0 Using the API
Usage example of the API:
Let's suppose we want to extract median and number of
observations for selected KPI (Payback time per measure) and
selection of data (Sector = Buildings) and filters (Country = EU
countries):
The basic API url for payback time per measure is
https://deep.eefig.eu/external/api/factsheet/payback/

The platform returns the following JSON object:

We choose the sector for building by appending
?projecttype=Building to the url and becomes
https://deep.eefig.eu/external/api/factsheet/payback/?project
type=Buildings
We want to filter for EU countries. We do that by appending
&country=EU to the url and becomes
https://deep.eefig.eu/external/api/factsheet/payback/?project
type=Buildings&country=EU
Lastly we need to put our private api key found on the top of
the page therefore we append &apikeythe to the url as

You can then parse the JSON object on your programming
environment. You can view the results of the JSON object in a
table using a converter (such as http://json2table.com/) as
below:

